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Explanatory notée 

The following symbols have been uHed throughout the report: 

A comma (,) iB used to distinguish thousands and millions. 

Us« of a hyphen (-) between years,   e.g.,   I964-I966,   signifies 

the full period involved,   including the beginning and end years. 

References to «oliare» indicate United States dollara,  uniese otherwise 
stated. 

ICJ   integrated circuits 

1 
1 
1 

à 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this 

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatever on the part 

of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legai  statue of any 

country or territory or of its authorities,   or concerning the delimitation 
of its frontiers. 
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SUÎOAHY 

The project  "Product Adaptation and '.'parading of Qualit;''  .nonsorei by 

the United Nations Development   Programme  ('.IN DP), is part  of a coTprehensive 

plan of export  development of the Government of   India.     Designed  to assist 

Tndian manufacturers  in achieving greater export,  potential,   the project   rairPy 

involves brinring,   to  carefully  selected  industries,   highly qualified   techni- 

cians and product  experts from developed countries  to analyse problems,   point 

out  needed  improvements and help  carry  out   the  necessary modifications.     Three 

product  groups have been selc -led  for  ',he current  project:     electronic  equip- 

ment and components,   bicycles and  bicycle components and  sporting goods. 

The objectives of the mission covered  in this report were to: 

(a) Purvey various  Indian semiconductor manufacturers to determine 
whether expansion of  this technology   into  integrated circuit  (io)   production 
would be  feasible; 

(b) Advise on the type of  10  technology that  would best  suit   India; 

(c) Review current   I¡:  standards,   specifications and manufacturing 
and testing techniques.   1_/ 

The decision of India to begin manufacture of    IC    devices is fully 

justified,  considering the ever-growing importance of    IC    in almost all  new 

technological  developments of consumer and industrial  goods and services. 

IC    technology,  however,  is still  in an early stag** of development  in India. 

It also varies considerably among companies,  with the government sector having 

an advantage over the private sector.     The development  of    IC    technology is 

about five years behind western Europe and about a decade behind the 

United States of America. 

Thus,   for rapid implementation of tne most advanced know-how in India, 

effective collaboration between Indian manufacturers and leading    IC 

manufacturers from developed countries is necessary.     It is also recommended 

that,  at  first,   India adapt well-established technologies and devices currently 

in world-wide use rather than the most  advanced technology still  in tho 

development stage. 

y In addition to this mission by an expert  on IC technology,   experts on 
the following electronic products have been included in this project: 
tantalum capacitors,   power transistors,   metal  film resistors and solid 
state devices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Th« rapid development of the integrated circuits    (IC)    industry and th* 

growing importance of    IC    devices as basic-"elemente in an endless number of 

modern electronic and non-electronic goods,   for both consumer ajid industriel 

markets, led to the adoption of the mission which had the following objectives: 

(a) TO survey the state of the art and the capabilities of various 
Indian semiconductor manufacturers, both in the government and the private 
•actors of the industry,   in order to determine whether expansion of this 
technology into production of    IC    is feasible and what modifications or 
improvements will be necessary; 

(b) To consider the pros and cons of various    IC    technologies and 
advise on the type of product that would be best suited for production in India, 
considering India's immediate and future needs for domestic consumption and 
export,  as well'as the rapid changes in semiconductor technologies; 

(c) To review current    IC    standards,  specifications and 
manufacturing and testing techniques,  especially those in the United States cf 
america.    The review should also include the availability and cost of certain 
testing equipment, reliability data-and the effect of such factors as moisture, 
dust,  dirt end vibration on the failure of    IC . 

The mission was from 3 to 31 March 1975. 
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FINDINGS 

The decision of  India   to  begin manufacturing   !<' devices for both Jones- 

tic consumption and export  is  fully   justified,   considering the  ever-growing 

importance of   I" in almost all  new  technological   development» of consu.-r.er and 

industrial  goods and   services. 

The  state of the art  of  U'  in  India is  still  at an early  stage of develop- 

ment.     It  is approximately five  to  six years behind western Europe and eight 

to ten years  behind the ',,'nited  States of America,     ^he existing facilities, 

the local managerial   and administrative arrangements and the availability of 

skilled labour vary considerably among firms and locations.     The government 

Bector has,   in general,   an advantage over the private sector in terns of 

available facilities and equipment. 

The following are descriptions of most of the companies visited and their 

capabilities. A complete list of the organizations and companies is contained 

in the annex. 

UNDP and Trade Development Authority of India 

The expert spent two days familiarizing himself with the functions 

of the organizations and their place in industry.  His tchedule of travel 

and vißits to various companies was arranged at this time. 

Electronic Commission and Department of electronics 

Discussions were held with several officals. They differentiated between 

two groups of Indian industriai ist s with separate approaches to the 

manufacturing of IC. The first group is composed of industrialists who are 

unfamiliar with electronics, especially solid etate electronics, and who therefore 

are indifferent to the field. The second group covers industrialists who are 

already in the electronics field but who lack the motivation to enter the new 

field of IC. 

The government officials seilt to link these groups together anci persuade 

both groups to enter the IC field, with the primary aim of exporting IC to 

Europe and to other Asian countries. The Government is willing to provide 

the necessary financial support for this endeavour. 
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The discussion was resumed a few days later with the , .-. . • -,.;nt   zy-.c. ** ...i 

on     IC,    He has prepared a report   recommending that  'Jn>iU. •-.-.    • ).-.    : : 

manufacturing industry by expanding existing    IC    faciliti..;- u..^..     0 

the available cheap labour. 

Continental  r.evi.-:e3  Tr.dia r,-.d 

Discussions were held with key personnel  of the company,   which wat. cot 

up in I965 aB a joint venture with Continental   Device  Corporation (now 

Teledyn Semiconductor),  Hawthorne,   California.       Initially the company 

was set up as an assembly operation,  and in 197Ç>- ' ?"? "   a wafer  i'Mbr: vat^-n 

facility was added.    It has become self-sufficient  in the manufacturing of 

bipolar transistors and diodes,   currently  the main activity of  the .cor-,pAr.y. 

Facilities 

Most of the equipment  for diffusion and device fabrication are 

commercially-available American machines of considerable vir.ta.je.    The onlv 

micro-probe in evidence is a rather primitive instrument, which needs 

replacement.    Wafer sorting is done manually because of cheap labour and low- 

volume production. 

Semi-automation in this and other critical  areas,   such as testing chips 

and devices,   is highly desirable.     Microscopes and even  simple magnifying 

glasees are in short supply for the numerous manual operations. 

Although independent  quality control  exists,   its effectiveness is 

hampered by the lack and inadequacy of basic equipment,   e.g.  pull/presowe 

testers and vibration/shock testers. 

Current technical literature  from abroad is rather  scarce;   this  is unfor- 

tunately true of most of the companies visited.     In short,  it  would be diffi- 

cult for this firm to enter the  sophisticated and competitive  field of I ". manu- 

facturing,   without   considerable  expenditure for  new equipment   (approximately 

$US 200,300,   excluding mask-making facilities and automatic rr.icro-probes'! . 

Availability of skilled labour 

Skilled labour is not  readily available;  hence labour r.ust  be trained  ir,- 

house.    In addition,  there are no  established training methods and nanus's,  arJ 

these are very much needed by this company and by other   '. •: nanufw.-irers n.^ well 
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Engineering (skills,   however,  aro readily available.    The engineers  seemed 

to be well-informod an the otate of the art of    IC    and eager to utilise their 

knowledge and experience,   received priority abroad  in on-the-job practice. 

However,   the lack of adequate facilities and  equipüitni. haa greatly hampered 

their effectiveness. 

Electronic   Corporation of  Tr.,na Ltd     (¿CIL) 

Inscussions were held with the heads of several   departments of    ECU,,  a 

constituent commercial  undertaking of the Department   of Atomic energy. 

This public sector enterprise has several   modern buildings  in a ve.ry attractive 

eet-up outside Hyderabad.     The annual  erosa in 19?4 was approximately 

S2? million:       defence equipment .accounted for 20 per cent  of thi e total; 

commercial   produrne,   20 per    cent;     university  supply,   ?C por cr,n;     and' 
industrial  goods,  40 per cent. 

The product line includes electronic components, frequency counter», 

microwave gears, semiconductors and navigational, bio-medical and nuclear 
equipment. 

Facilities 

The facilities are up-to-date, and the company plans to 6tart producing 

IC    by 1978 for domestic consumption.    The need for mask-making facilities 

will be met by utilizing equipment existing at Bharat  Electronics in 

Bangalore.  The reliability group has facilities for burn-in,  component life 

and environmental  testing,   which is done in close alliance with the 

United States    MIL-STD-333,     MIL-ST&-202C    and    HIL-STl^OA.    For failure 

analysis and automatic teatine of    IC,   the company piar,, to purchase from the 

United States an    electronic scanning microscope    (SSM) and an automatic 
micro-probe machine. 

Availability of aVilled labour 

It was difficult to determine the type of training programme needed bv 

au.ir.bly workers and the *vaxlabili:y cf ^oific training manuals,    -owever, 

the key pwrnonnri   seemed knowledge.«, in their respective fields,   .specially m 

VTl 
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marketing research and reliability,    "'hey  seemed to place emphasis or.    he 

reliability of their firm,   probably as a result  of reliability  requir^e-.r... 

for defence equipment. 

Santa  Cruz Elentrrnios rxcor-t  r'r ':r-rring Zone  {"—"!) 

The Development  Commi ani oner of    Sï^P" ¿uided the export  thresh   ihn-Zeno. 

and explained the  set-up and aims of this pre jen.    The Zone  it:  ¿peci fi '.-•?] ".y 

allocated by the Indian Government for foreign companies and their Indian 

subsidiaries to  set up manufacturing facilities using Indian labour.    Ine 

products made in the Zone are exported back to  foreign countries without 

having entered the domestic  market in India.     A large number of buildings 

have been completed and are already allocated to various companies. 

Intersil   (Indian name,   Indosil  Ltd),  a United States  IC    manufacturer. 

is bringing    in IC    assenuling equipment for operation in the    Zone. 

Other united States    IC    manufacturers who plan  to set up their assembling 

facilities in the Zone include:    Senicor, electronics Pvt.  Ltd,  associated -,ath 

the Microsemiconductor Company;     and í-ahíjan Hybrids,  sboociated with the 

Helex Company (both located in the United States). 

Semicon Electronics  Pvt.  Ltd 

The company plans to assemble a large array of reliable diodes for 

»ultiple applications.    These include temperature-compensated Zener diodes, 

pellet-type diodes and microminiature diodeB for wrist watches,   clamp circuits, 

memory devices and many other electronic control circuits. 

The labour cost for a skilled assembly worker is approximately «3.50 

an hour,  including the dire-t  labour co?t,   supervision and other overhead. 

Because of the availability of cheap labour,   the company hopes to achieve a 

considerable savings in labour costs,  as compared to that in the United States. 

Semiconductors Ltd 

The firm has three divisions of which the Semiconductor Division is  the 

largest.    The Division currently produces silicon and germeniur. transistore 

and diodes.    The facilities are very limited,   and a considerable outlay of 

capital  for new equipment will  be required for it to undertake the manufacture 

of    IC.    The company plans to purchase masks abroad and do the diffusion arù 
aeeembly work in Poona. 
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'-Vailati'! ?•*;,•  ..>f skill:--?   l.uirr-ir 

As with other plo-ntr,   writ-ten procedures and training manuals  for assura-y 

v.orkers were not in evidence.    Trained labour is not  available and traiiiim- iß 

ùone on the job. 

Engineering rkilU'-  ai"- readily  available,   bat  again,   t'-r their pr por 

utilization,  the equipment  should be upgraded and the engineers given better and 

more systematic access to foreign technical  literature.    The manager:si personnel, 

almost without exception,   appeared  t<->  be competen:,   and moût  have teen expose.', t: 

Jostern technology. 

' Hindustan Conductors Pvt.  Ltd 

A two-day discussion was held with key personnel .    This i3   a relatively 

new company,  primarily  engaged in the manufacture» of transistors and diode«, 

and in 1^7¿  they produced close to 7  million units.       Other producta include: 

unijunction and field   transistors,  Zen-.r diodes,   solar cells,  microwave 

products,   RF filters and other  solid   state devices,   including the as^rrUy 
of IC with foreign-made  chips. 

Facilities 

The well-planned plant includes provision for further expansion i.i torme 

of floor space,  electrical outlets and water,  gas and other utilities. 

The equipment is relatively mooern, -including Hugel   epitaxil  reectors,  microtesters, 

compreaaion bonders,  vacuum evaporators (oy îiortou),   automatic wafer probor 

(by Pacific Western) and  diffusion furnaces.     There  is no maek-making facility; 

maak8 are therefore imported from the United States and Japan at a cost 

of SI, 200 for discrete mask art w^rk and ;6 fcr each  2\ x 7}¿ inch print. 

It waa alto noted that the incapsulation pr-css is not automated and,  as in 

other companies,  the technical  library leaves much to be desired. 

The firm has an application laboratory   for developing new applications for 

their products,  and they periodically publish application sheets for potential 

uaera of their products.     As fox   reliability,   the company al moat parallels 

the United States    HIL-STD-383,   and in general,  they appear to place 

emphaai8 on the reliability of their   firm. 
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A large «mount of additional new equipment has been <--r•'•' ->••• i'r-.r. ».} 

United States inoluding:    ceramic dip equipment (from    :c:.;       i r,-.;o¿ J. 'yr-r.v,, 

testers (from Sigr.etica Company) and thermo—pressure fcondarc  (from Uni*.oc 

Company).    The company appearB to be Eufficiently mature to go into    IC 

production,  although full  implementation of thi8 technology wculd require 

collaboration with a firm in a developed country. 

Availability of skill od labour 

As with other plants,  Bkilled labour ie not readily available,  and should 

be trained in-house. 

The engineering and managerial personnel  seemed to have sound technical 

and administrative knowledge    and high quality standards.      They ere ttking 

painstaking measures to maintain the quality of their product in spite of 

•one limitations in the area of independent quality control. 

Electronics and Computers (India) Ltd 

Ths company1s main products are electronic calculators and some electroric 

circuit assemblies,  made of    IC    chips purchased from abroad.    (General 

Instruments Company in the United States is one of the suppliore.)    The com- 

pany apparently intends to enter the IC manufacturing business in 1976-1977, 

and it already had the Government's permission tc purchase approximately 

$1 million of equipment from abroad. 
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ïî"\" vv^rA" í/:¡S 

1. Determination of the: kino, of  t.»chnol.<gy ar.d  the type of     ¡C    spr-'.pr;&to 

for mamn'Vrt jring in India  c-ioulci  be bau ed òn a rc-Jistic: aorrnisnl  of '"m 

capabiiit i vs of the  in.iu "•• i*;, .     I'-   v:.;u]j he unwise   : ^  eel^-cl  "'•..;.  l.-.tcr.-    >r  -.h _• 

most advanced  techno] ogy,   \-:'::i c.h ni,-ht  be utili   ir. a sta/re of development o- vr. 

a pilot  production st .go u: a ful i y developed country.     The end :«EU. t  would 

be uncertain end not worth thu long B t rusel e necessary  for Us adapt ut i >r.. 

It would be wiser to adapt   at   first,  well-estyllishe-j  t-.ichnvli'gies ar.d devine.; 

that are currently used worid-wid--  rather '.han   .h.". ".•  ii'   ïeve". utc ?rt   ' ta^s-, 

This  approach would have tin greatest  marketing pc-io:.t:al  over the nvx-t   l'.vo 

or BìX yearn. 

The  selection of baaic  bipolar monolithic  IC,   such as ''TL    Series  Y TCO 

(digital^  ano   "erv:: l?1' ar.T  ''41   (iiiiewi, ;: therpf.ro  re?c pr.<-'.ie'j.     <T.T i (ipv.ce: 

chiefly   for wrist-wutch circuit3 and microprocessors,   are also reco.xfj-ijtííi 

hybrid circuits should aleo  be conc;díred ¡?eiiou3Ìy for v.triu^  '.;'/(?; cí cae4....-.: 

applications for winch no  standard circuito are available. 

2. Ac  tho dwcl-pment of     IC    tii ;hn 1  p.v  in  ¡:v\ a J.ìì far lanini   that   >f 

the developed countries,   in particular the United States,   some multiple fortr.s 

of tie-up and collaboration of the  Indien industry w»th leading    IC 

manufacturers are strongly  recommended.     Their expertise and knev—how rhouid 

be fully utilized in the following area;3,   listed in order of priority: 

(a) Semiconductor    IC    processing and process control   for higher 
yield and better reproducibility.     A technical  :-ssistance r.-rreer-er-t  si'.ùt1 cv 
reached with one of the leading    IC    rar.ufsturere.      Hie arreer.-.ent  eh.  ili 
provide  for 6 to 12 months  traini::.- of qualified Indian personnel  in r¿ 
developed country,   such as  the United States,  or the piac%r.er.t  in Ir.i_a  for 
the same duratior    of an expert wh^ is highly apecielizea in processing; 

(b) Another expert  should be placed in India  to establish a ur.iforn 
training programe and  standard r.-tnuais.     The approximate ti•  required for 
the training is ó to  12 weexs; 

(c) Kach corp-.r.y  shcul ! be required  to establish a list  of the 
most  essential  equiprienx  to be purchased arroed,   depending on its product 
line and actual needs.    3one additional  sophisticated  equipment,   such  as the 
computer added design    (CAL)    for  generating mack srt v/ork,  the el set reme 
scanning microscope    (-2S!*:)     for failure analysis,   and automatic r'arar.etric 
and functional  testers    (APFT),  coald be purchased with the f J nar.-.i&l   ?%ii3ietär.c«j 
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of the Indian Government   for the use of all companiêrsj 

(d)      The creation of a regular marketing suvv-.;/ 
responso to the needs of the industry is also reconvr.enaou. 

•"J 

3.      The    IC    manufacturing industry is highly sophist i sated ar/, «¡x-tr^p-yiy 

competitive.    Therefore,   for rapid implementation of the moat   p.ivjr'jf-l '/...v.-.i- 

how in India,   effective collaboration between Indian manufacturers ciò  lh;>;.e  in 

developed countries is a must.     To advance this collaboration,   a special 

unsponsored project  should be established.    An expert -consul tant would be 

retained for pne year.    The export should be a recognized leader in +1.3 field 

and thoroughly familiar with the most advanced technology in the 

••nioonductor industry,   its products and personnel.    He would advise  I^.dipn 

manufacturers on   ine selection,   availability and  rpeoifi :a! * -a:- of e^u.,.-'. ••<«•: ' 

and on the prevailing tect methods and standards in tho developed countries. 

He would also Bupply Indian    IG    manufacturers with relevant   conf^ronoe 

papers,  non-classified government  standards etc.    Such an expert,  aotirj 

under a United Nations mandate,   would have easy access to mary sources cf 

technical  information that would be of great interest   to the  Indian    IC 

industry. 

4»      In addition,   Indian    IC    companies must establish their own bnuic resr-arch 

and development facilities for follow-up of the new ùevelopi'it-ite in    IC 

technology,   including the recent,  very promising techniques of II,   sil ¿can 

gute technologies and nitride passivation. 

3*      Major improvement in the technical library services of every company 

should be seriously contemplated. 
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